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Diary of a News Cameraman
Baghdad, July 2003
SHAKEB AHMED

To Begin
This is a journal of my fourteen days in Iraq. The account is punctuated with the advantage
hindsight offers; but this was also a projection to begin with, even as the words engaged
with a clear and confused present. I was visiting Baghdad from the 6th to the 19th of July
2003 as a television cameraman for the program World View India that aired on
Doordarshan, the Indian national television channel. Choppers were brought down later,
there was still no talk of troops being withdrawn by so and so date, and George Bush had
not yet appeared for a Baghdad Thanksgiving. Before all that comes…
July 6th, 2003
Ali Babas and Saddam Currency
At four in the morning we left our hotel in Amman. Everyone had prescribed that we cross
the Iraqi Border as early in the day as possible, because once the day starts melting away,
the reign of Ali Babas would set in. Ali Babas -- armed bandits -- who wouldn’t show any
legendary Arab hospitality, who craved your material possessions, and who would not
discriminate between guests armed with pens or guns. We were told to carry all our
dollars inside our socks or maybe even stash it in our underwear if that was not too
uncomfortable.
It was a long journey. Ten hours. I will not call it long-and-winding because that conveys
a sense of slowness, a certain languor. Instead, we were pushing ahead in a Chevy
Suburban at speeds of ninety or a hundred miles per hour. That was exciting, and dangerous. Three quarters of the travellers on these roads from Amman to Baghdad were journalists, and this journey for most of them was exactly that: exciting and dangerous. In the
adrenalin trap of reporting an after-war, one willingly forgets death – you are after all at a
safe distance from that spectre, the War (‘The War Is Over!’) – and what matters is only the
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sensation of excitement and danger. Let’s call those reporting on the after-war “Tourists of
the Modern Ruins”. I was one of these touring hordes descending on the horizons of
Baghdad, a television-cameraman on a news assignment in Iraq post-priori the ouster of
Saddam Hussein.
Dutifully, our Jordanian driver refreshed our fears of the scourge of Ali Babas. Later I
would learn that while liberating Iraq from everything that represented the repression of
Saddam, Coalition Troops emptied out many a prison thinking that all those enclosed were
political prisoners. Some say Saddam directly contributed to this while he was doing his
final fleeing act. Many hard-boiled criminals finally saw their freedom in these default
war-actions. Most now run freewheeling careers as independent Ali Babas.
Our Suburban rolled on. At places we would slow down to catch others on the way,
and you could then see serpentine caravans of Chevys moving together slowly like a pack
of deer that has just smelled danger. At the Jordan-Iraq border we saw with our own eyes
that American troops were definitely not very fond of Arabs, but they did cooperate with
white and coloured non-Arab people. Once done with our passport registration, and having
entered Iraq officially, our driver could now buy gas for the rest of our journey. Countless
young gas sellers dotted the near-field of the extending empty rocky desert ahead. With
their kaffiyehs and faded blue jeans, these youths hurried to service. There was risk
involved, so they mostly had to be paid in a familiar currency. Everybody coming from
Amman would bring some Iraqi exchange – dinars with the beaming face of erstwhile
president Baba (father) Saddam Hussein.
One of the boys to whom we were supposed to hand over our Saddams – for that is
what these bills are popularly called – said something to the effect that he knew Amitabh
Bachhan and, pounding his fists in empty air, proclaimed that, like him, Saddam would fight
back. But did not we come with the idea that everyone in Iraq was happy once they saw
their President exit? Pictures of jubilating crowds shaped our imagination as Saddam went
in hiding … and we took it as the most representative picture of liberated Iraq. Dutifully, we
would follow the same line even in our sojourn, questioning Baghdadis: was Saddam not a
bad man? Always the same reply in the affirmative, but in a way that I could almost construe
lines delivered comically to strange enquiring beasts. Nobody was digging for more.
A month and a half later, local attacks would grow in audacity, casualties, and regularity. Only then would even majors like BBC start relaying reports that these are not just
effects engineered by the ‘Remnants of the Erstwhile Saddam Regime’, or the insecure subjects of The Sunni Triangle … but these might yet be an underground yet popular uprising
of a national character which presumes that no promises of the Regime Change have been
delivered, and that people might actually be worse off now, not knowing till when the misery would last.
July 7th, 2003
Under Siege
Baghdad metropolis – fibres of over bridges and stretching roads, high-rises of government
buildings, mammoth modern residential blocks, and in the distance the overarching burning
torches of those oil refineries … And the people, these Iraqi faces, always hemmed-in by
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the blueness of the UN flags, the fatigues-less personnel of globe-trotter NGOs, and the
dark glasses of entrepreneurs brought to Baghdad by hopes of having a share in its reconstruction. And always those hands that are busy writing them down, filming them up…
A shattering sound wakes me up. I rise up from my Hotel Palestine bed, run to the
room balcony: helicopters are cutting corners around my hotel. These are military choppers
of the Coalition Forces serving the double purpose of being both ‘a roving eye in the sky’,
as well as ensuring visibility of the deterring potency of American might. Later, I would know
that Baghdadis did not much like them in their sky. I also noticed, down on the roads, coalition personnel perched atop military tanks, nervously clutching their machine guns, not
knowing from where they would attract hostile fire; and traffic lights that didn’t work with
plying vehicles engineering a pitiless anarchy. One woman would tell me how dangerous the
roads had become. Whenever her children left for school, she was never sure if they would
return to her safely.
Traffic lights no longer work in the absence of a basic supply of electricity after the
war. Traffic guards do not exist because they haven’t been paid, or have switched to other
jobs – taxi-driving and interpreting for foreigners being the most popular. Whoever could
afford it was running their power supply with huge generators, and there was a whole market – legal and illegal – around the running of these machines. We would see enormous lines
of vehicles jamming an entire flyover waiting for their turn at gas stations where petrol had
mysteriously become scant, while illegal buying and selling of gas happened openly outside
the stations. Sometimes there would be fights, and some avoidable accidents. In electronic
news, these portraits are often insignificant: “Civic structure, and law and order are not
keeping too well. But CPA promises to restore normalcy very soon!”
Later in the day, we would hear our driver mumbling that he had to be relieved early,
for after six it was too risky to return home. As the evening approached, we saw streets
emptied to complete desertion, even though CPA would impose the curfew only from eleven
in the night. “Baghdad kharab hua!” (“Baghdad has gone to dogs”) was a line we would constantly hear throughout our fourteen days, by our driver who boasted an Indian connection
from his father’s side, and spoke Urdu well enough for our purposes. In reporting crises like
an international war, crises of everyday life are always retained as fillers … just that!
July 8th, 9th, 10th, 2003
Diplomats, Politicians, Press Conferences – the Communication Revolution
Electronic media would be lost if not for the sound bytes and the images of the select
few who hijack the orbit of we-are-the-faces-who-decide. All through these three days
we would be, like many of our brethren, attentive to the notice boards in various hotels:
they carry open invitations by political parties or to-be-political-parties about when and
where the ‘press conferences’ would be held. We would shuttle from Palestine Hotel to
Hunting Club to Hotel Sheraton to Canal Hotel etc. etc. and catch up with conferences
thrown by the Iraqi National Congress, UN, Coalition Watch Group, All Tribes Iraq
etc. etc. In the evenings we would see that the meat of televised news was snippets
from these conferences: we were not alone, not to be entirely blamed! The formula in
television is: if you find investigating the facts in a conflict a hard job, just record the
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gatherings of people vying for power … all that TV needs in difficult situations is
related-visuals to make up screen time. Only some local press would be investing their
not-so-precious time on the kitchen-sink dramas of ordinary characters inhabiting the
fringes of this grand Reconstruction Drama.
We do interviews with Dr. Adnan Pachachi, President of the Iraqi Independent
Democrats, and Dr. Ahmad Chalabi, Head of the Iraqi National Congress. No doubt they
are important, but our choice for these interviews is largely defined by the fact that
these few gentlemen are most interviewed by bigger tele-newsies than us. The agenda
for reportage is often set not by the reporter. We could simply not afford too much
imagination.
July 11th, 2003
Prisoners of War
Saddam’s monument to the Qaddisiya Martyrs in Baghdad could be a surreal dream André
Breton would have dreamt. A hundred and fifty foot high tiled dome split in two, commemorating Iraqi soldiers killed in the war against Iran in the early eighties. Its scale exudes a
strange feeling of trepidation, and of waste. Now it serves as a base for one of the
armoured division of the American forces. We talk with a couple of soldiers at the gate. One
of them speaks slowly while gazing at the other side of the road where an Iraqi wedding
procession is passing-by. Pondering, he says, “I wish I could have known them at some
other time. They are very talented! Every Thursday these Iraqis have a string of weddings,
and the young boys playing trumpet can teach a thing or two. I wish I could have formed a
music group along with some of these guys. But its unfortunate that we met only in these
circumstances”. He seems to be about twenty-six years old.
The Media Officer arrives. A young man of twenty-eight. He welcomes us to the base
and entrusts us to another of his companions. This companion is only twenty-five, and every
few minutes automatically mutters under his breath, “I want to go home”. He looks very
tired. We go down under the dome. Below is an unimaginably huge bunker where we meet
scores of other soldiers. Most are very young. They claim to be volunteers for the forces
of their country. I remember talking to an Iraqi caretaker in my hotel. He had said that the
only problem – others can still be discounted – that many Iraqis had with Saddam was that
right from the time they would join university, they knew they were going to be conscripted
in the army. That was the norm, and not every one liked it. These Volunteers of America –
they are also conscripts – not many were looking too happy, not too convinced that they
should have been here. Who knows how long it would take to get these Siegfried Sassoons,
Wilfred Owens and Edmund Blundens out of these bunker worlds.
July 12th, 2003
Ennui
Not much to do today. Nothing lined up. Some appointments didn’t come through. From my
hotel room window, I watch an old woman sleeping on her terrace. It is seven-thirty in the
morning. Minutes pass. She wakes up on her clay terrace; the heat is increasing and she
gathers the sheets, pillow and a plastic jar of water, and descends into the house.
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Some children are playing in the street. The scene is a regular cliché, but they aptly
repeat the staging as if invented only now: all have imaginary guns in hands and are dividing themselves up – maybe as Iraqis and Americans. Then they get busy delivering death
to each other.
From my correspondent’s room I watch two camouflaged coalition tanks parked on the
left side of Abu Nuwas street. Some soldiers loiter with their automatics while their Iraqi
helps scrupulously frisk any and everyone bound for the by-lane to Palestine or Sheraton
hotels. These men would frisk the women as well; a woman cadre does not yet exist.
Similarly, we are told that soldiers regularly use sniffer-dogs during their routine raids, and
these dogs – regarded unclean by Arabs – are a constant source of anger and shame for
the raided families: men secretly vow to avenge the dishonour though they are given a clean
chit at the end of the raid. Two cultures making themselves familiar on pavements.
July 13th, 2003
The Spectacle
It was to start at nine in the morning. A press journalist from France whom I met last evening
said he wouldn’t waste his time visiting this vulgar joke. Only around two-thirty in the afternoon the proceedings began, after we had thrice been asked to leave the auditorium even
as our cameras were meant to stay right there. Thirteen Shia, five Sunni, five Kurds, a
Christian and a Turkoman lined up on the stage to steer Iraq into the paths of democracy,
while Paul Bremer from the wells below gazed on to see that everything went well with his
script. The announcement of the new Iraqi Governing Council went on peacefully at the refurbished Military Industrialisation Organisation headquarters, while BBC and Al Jazeera ran a
live show.
July 14th, 15th, 16th, 2003
Providence. Progeny. Pathology
Issam Shukri’s office was on Al Rashid Street. There were ten to fifteen men sitting on dusty
sofas and wooden chairs. In some hands, rosary beads were constantly racing, and at intervals there would be raised palms and eyes, addressing a god somewhere higher above the
damp roof.
Issam is the International Relations Coordinator for the Union of the Unemployed in Iraq
(UUI). Officially, unemployment is rated at sixty percent; it might be much higher. He tells us
that at various places in Iraq, the ousted Baath regime has started recruiting militias, and
many unemployed, in their desperation, are filling the ranks for a few dollars or dinars:
increase in the attacks on coalition forces is connected to unemployment in many ways.
Unemployment is a bomb – the earlier it is defused, the better.
Later, we had an appointment with a former colonel with the Iraqi armies. Colonel
Razak had a small two-floor house in one of the suburbs. His three children welcomed us
not just politely but enthusiastically – there have been very few visitors in recent times. In
his conversation Razak exuded a sense of warmth and sincere honesty. Then we spoke to
Shehla, his wife, and she suddenly broke down; she told us that since returning from
the war her husband has not been his usual self. There are times he would not utter even
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a single word for hours. Razak was, as was the convention in the Iraqi armed forces, a cardcarrying member of the Baath Party. Now he was the latest pariah in the new social order
born after Regime Change. In the past, no other popular political party had been allowed,
and most people in government positions were required to be cadre of the party. The media
is yet to identify critical questions around perceptions that do not discriminate between the
individuals who worked for, and the ideology of the party as a whole. People like Razak were
never fanatic followers of the party. Their long careers in the army also cut them off from
developing other skills useful in these latest circumstances. Instead of exclusion on ideological grounds, there needs to be what is often fashionably called Rehabilitation. And they
need more representation in a media that can always try to be a little braver, a little more
independent.
One month and three days later, I would never have been able to write this. On the 19th
of August 2003, Canal Hotel, the site of the United Nations headquarters, was in flames. A
suicide bomber’s truck rammed into the hotel. One month and three days earlier, we were
waiting in the small security-check shack at the gates for Dr Adnan and Solomon. They
joined us and we drove to a site few kilometres from here.
It was a small fallow ground, with a solitary date tree and some children. In the centre
of it all stood two missile rockets nearly twelve feet in length, set on their launching pad,
pointed in the direction of the stadium ahead. Some thirty metres behind was a small residential colony. Solomon provided the commentary: these still carry live propellant within,
and one day some prank by a child might ignite them and it may all bring about a horrifying
accident somewhere.
Solomon took us to yet another site half a kilometre away, closer still to a residential
colony partially evacuated, but still a few children could be seen playing. Our security supervisor boomed in a strict tone, “From here on, do not take a single step off from the line I
follow while we move ahead!” All around us on the ground lay unfired bullets, heavy machine
gun cartridges from whom youngsters have often tried scraping the brass to sell, and, the
deadliest of them, the cluster bombs with their bright yellow orange casings tempting children with their toy-like appearance.
Months after the official end of the war, unexploded ordnance and live munitions continue to take a heavy toll on Iraq’s civilian population, and most particularly the Iraqi children.
Some of the munitions were left by the fleeing Iraqi Armies, others were contributed by the
after-attacks of the Coalition Forces.
Solomon’s face: his was the face, briefing the press in that notorious tape BBC and
others ran umpteen number of times, as the attack happened at Canal Hotel, and on which
the screen went black.
Al-Kindi was one of the most eminent philosophers and physicians to have lived in Iraq.
And Al-Kindi is one of the most eminent emergency hospitals existing in Baghdad, located
on Palestine Street in 7th Nissan. As the bombing ended in Baghdad, the hospital was looted with relish: much of its equipment went missing in the loot. Nowadays, a camouflaged
military tank and some very visible coalition soldiers stand on guard.
Earlier, when it was war, most patients were victims of bombing. Now the composition
of people needing attention has dramatically changed. One of the doctors tells us that a
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score of children we see here are victims of unexploded ordnance. Some of the elders are
illegal petrol peddlers whose plastic cans of gas suddenly exploded under the intense
Baghdad sun. But many of the patients have bullet injuries and stab wounds sustained when
they were either trying to defend, or steal cars and money.
When a familiar governing structure is taken off, and nothing substantial is offered, one
can see a default formula for civil strife, a perfect recipe for anarchy.
July 17th, 2003
Picture Perfect
I film street shots once again:
Armoured vehicles. Coalition Troops on streets.
Bombed Communication Ministry building. Bombed Planning Ministry building. Bombed
Petroleum Ministry building. Bombed Foreign Ministry Building.
Defaced Saddam mural. Defaced Saddam bust. Defaced Saddam billboards.
Peopled held up at Gas Stations. Attendants at Private Generators. Street Urchins.
Shops selling Satellite Dishes. Thuraya Phone Dealers. DHL centres.
And more Armoured Vehicles. And more Coalition Troops on streets.
July 18th, 2003
To Faluja
Seventy kilometres to the west of Baghdad lies the desert town of Faluja. Once again
I saw the evolved sophistication of Iraqi motorways – a number of people even compare it to the German Autobahn. In between the stretching desert, large patches of
green groves suddenly emerge like mirages. In recent times, Faluja has been a regular
flashpoint for attacks on coalition forces. The popular media-reason ascribed is its
being part of what is technically called the Sunni Triangle. However, the history of reasons accommodates other narratives as well.
The gates of Qa’id School are locked when we reach the building. On the 28th of
April, when Coalition Forces were in occupancy, a protesting crowd of locals had gathered in front of the school. They had demanded the school be vacated and resume its
teaching functions. In the grip of confusion and nervousness, Coalition Forces opened
fire – thirteen people were killed, and many of the residents of the houses opposite
received bullets in their homes, with tragic results.
Now it was time for Friday prayers, and we passed a military tank at the doors of
a mosque. A number of children were around … some innocently fooling around with
soldiers, others making faces and taunting them from a distance.
Noori, our driver, wanted us to film prayers in the mosque – he said all the media
people do it when visiting Faluja. But we arrived late and ended up talking to
Mohammed, Abdullah and Mehmood, and they were unanimous in showing their
unpleasantness at the continuing presence of “American Ali Babas”.
Afterwards, while lunching on famed Faluja-kebabs, we heard of an attack on a
Coalition armoured vehicle a few kilometres to the north. And we rushed. Americans
had closed the main bridge leading to the site, and we had to take a detour. A kilome-
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tre before the spot, we were halted by a couple of American soldiers. A number of
onlookers had gathered, and in the distant foreground lay the remains of a blown military truck carrying presumably two dead soldiers. Soon choppers started circling the
sky, and airlifted the dead. More troops arrived and we were asked for our credentials,
and how come we had reached earlier than many of the troops. Our reply was: everyone in the city knew it, we only followed the news!
In the evening, as we returned against an amber sun, I kept watching the
silhouettes of tractors returning from the fields, a few children noisily dipping in roadside pools, and a fleet of vehicles all travelling on a bypass because even two hours
afterwards the main bridge was still blocked, and maybe that truck was still there...
July 19th, 2003
Winding Up
A day of rest. Tomorrow we make our long way back to Delhi.
In the dining hall I have a breakfast of melons, black grapes, croissants and coffee,
along with two Spanish girls working for an NGO. I ask them whether NGOs are becoming
just a lucrative business in times of international conflicts. They correct me partially. They
say that these are yet the only frontline bodies that do attempt a close touch with the locals;
and for the individuals from many countries who work in them, they are the only avenues
that can create an engaging empathy with a cultural Other. We discuss whether foreign interventions have become a new salvation formula for heads of nation-states to extend their
legitimacy and benevolent paternal image to the people at home, when rapid changes within their own dominions are making this task tougher. I remember our interview with Dr.
Ahmad Chalabi; we had asked why he had not worked in Iraq all the time, even as others,
while living in Iraq, had organized resistance to Saddam’s regime. He had replied, “It does
not matter! Didn’t Mahatma Gandhi also began his struggle for independence from South
African soil at the start?”
To End
Sergio Viera de Mello joyously read half of his speech in Arabic on the day the Governing
Council was announced. He had true hope. He died a violent death as the Canal Hotel was
attacked. My French journalist friend had met de Mello a day before the announcement
ceremony and he was singularly struck by Sergio’s love and immense sincerity for Iraqi
people. The world would have been a better place if the man were living.
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